
Covid-19: Venezuela’s doctors refuse to be gagged
Overworked, overstretched, and in grave danger, Venezuela’s doctors remain defiant to government
persecution in one of the worst affected areas in the pandemic, writes Luke Taylor

Luke Taylor freelance journalist

Alcohol, blood tests, basic medicine, laboratory
supplies, ventilators—the list of shortages a
Venezuelandoctor faceswhileworking 24hour shifts
in an emergency ward in one of the country’s
principal public hospitals is long and punctuated by
weary sighs of frustration.

Many of the basic services that are available at the
hospital come with a caveat: antibiotics can be
administered and radiographs taken but they are
unaffordable to most patients; the ambulances
function but are not running owing to nationwide
petrol shortages.

“There isn’t even paper so we can’t keep the patients’
medical history,” an internist, who preferred not to
be named, told The BMJ.

Shortages of the most basic medical supplies have
become an alarming norm in Venezuela’s hospitals
in recent years as the country has fallen into
economic and political turmoil. Doctors have relied
on donations from non-governmental organisations
like the International Red Cross and the basics they
can afford to buy themselves, such as cleaning
alcohol and tools, to plug the gap.

Then the pandemic arrived.

Hospital staff, already overworked, and supplies,
already lacking, have become stretched like never
before by the influx of covid-19 patients.

Shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE)
are putting health workers in peril. At least 220 had
died with covid-19 as of 8 October—around one a
day—says Medicos Unidos Venezuela, an advocacy
group of doctors monitoring the crisis.1

“It’s like working in a warzone,” says the internist.
But like most Venezuelan healthcare workers it’s a
choice of risking contracting the illness or not putting
food on the table.

The internist worked day shifts in a clinic dedicated
to covid-19 patients to supplement the $23 (£18; €19)
she earns a month working 24 hour shifts in an
emergency ward. The money helped support her two
children as hyperinflation, estimated to be over
4000%, made food more expensive every day.2

But fearing she would be the latest doctor added to
the quickly growing list of those infected in the clinic,
she resigned last week.

“A lot of my colleagues have quit and many have
gotten sick, every time I went there were less of us,”
the internist says. “It’s the fear, the fear that not only
we will get infected, but that we will pass it on to our
family members.”

The crisis before the crisis
Around half of the world’s covid-19 infections have
been recorded in Latin America. Though few
countries have been spared its devastation, arguably
none was worse prepared for its arrival than
Venezuela.

Despite holding the biggest oil reserves in the world,
the country’s economy has been in freefall in recent
years. Some nine million Venezuelans are estimated
to be malnourished, and 90% live in poverty,
according to theUnitedNations.3 Around fivemillion
have fled the country’s economic hardship,
insecurity, and state oppression in the past fewyears.

Human rights groups say the empty shelves in the
country’s supermarkets are also commonplace in its
hospitals, leaving the last line of defence against the
pandemic frail.

“For years the health system in Venezuela has been
collapsing, the lack of basic infrastructure and basic
supplies to provide attention is part of day-to-day
life,” says Erika Guevera Rosas, Amnesty
International’s Americas director.

In themidst of covid-19, arounda third ofVenezuela’s
hospitals have no access to potable water, while two
thirds have only an intermittent supply, a Human
Rights Watch survey found in late February.4 Over
three quarters experienced shortages of soap and
more lacked alcohol gel.

“They are responding with the little they have,
sometimes buying their own supplies and treating
people in their own houses,” Rosas says. “These
healthcare workers are working in a context of
conflict.”

The shortages have left healthcare workers
emotionally and physically overworked. More than
30 000 have left the country in the past decade,
according to the Venezuelan Medical Federation.5

In the capital, Caracas, 67%of hospitals haveno face
protection and 92% are reusing face coverings,
according toMedicosUnidos deVenezuela.6 Doctors
in rural hospitals are even more poorly equipped.

In the covid-19 wards in which the internist worked,
she was given gowns that are washed and generic
surgical masks instead of the more effective N95
models, but in other wards there was no PPE at all.
“The state abandoned us, they don’t care if we are
there, if we aren’t, if we live, or if we die,” she says.

Adding to the risk causedbyPPE shortages, hospitals
lackbasic trainingandprotocols to combat the spread
of the disease, says Jaime Lorenzo, director of
MedicosUnidos.Most arenot implementingoneway
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walk systems, separating areas containing suspected cases of
covid-19, or enforcing the use of PPE, he says.

“Most countries I have observed are implementing strict protocols,”
Lorenzo says. “In Caracas I have seen one hospital achieve this.
And those that say they are, are not.”

Information war
Over 3000 healthcare workers across 79 countries have lost their
lives so far to covid-19, according to Amnesty International.
Venezuela accounts for over 200 of those—among them doctors,
nurses, immunologists, surgeons, and gynaecologists, according
to Medicos Unidos.

President Maduro’s government has managed the healthcare crisis
in the same way it has managed previous crises: by trying to silence
its critics. Maduro and his information minister have denied the
PPEshortages, insteadblaminghealthcareworkers for carelessness.7
The government contends that 12 healthcare workers have
contracted the virus and died, not over 200.

Few take Venezuelan government information seriously. When it
reported 1148newcovid-19 casesnationwideon 16August, Amnesty
International found that 691patientswerehospitalisedwith covid-19
symptoms in Caracas’s main hospitals alone. Such disparities
highlight the lack of truth in government claims, Amnesty says.8

Healthcare workers say the government has tried to tightly control
the narrative surrounding the crisis by intimidating or arresting
them, as happened to Andrea Sayago, a bioanalyst in the state of
Trujillo. In early April, Sayago carried out tests on one of the first
Venezuelanpatientsdiagnosedwith covid-19andalertedcolleagues.
That day she was pressured by hospital directors to resign and
publicly singled out by her local governor in social media for
divulging classified information. The followingday shewasdetained
by Venezuela’s intelligence service for 48 hours, accused of
terrorism, and placed under house arrest, where she remained,
prohibited from making any public declarations, until 31 August.

Amnesty’s Guevara Rosas says the practice of firing healthcare
workers who denounce poor working conditions has become
increasingly common across Latin America during the pandemic.
It has recorded such incidents in Chile, Mexico, Nicaragua, and
Paraguay.

Venezuela, however, has surpassed them all by also detaining and
prosecuting at least 12 healthcareworkers in civil andmilitary courts
on accusations of conspiracy. The intimidation silenced healthcare
workers and academics, say human rights advocacy groups. “No
one wanted to report on the situation out of fear,” says Marino
Alvarado, a researcher at the Caracas based human rights group
PROVEA.

PROVEA stopped publishing reports on the crisis from March to
May fearing repercussions as growing numbers of healthcare
workers and government critics were detained. The scarcity of
information fromnon-government sourceshasmadeunderstanding
the true picture inside the country’s hospitals opaque.

But even risking being detained or jailed, the country’s healthcare
workers have refused to be silenced. Numerous Twitter accounts
created by doctors—some anonymous but others not—have sprung
up to tell the reality of the situation in their clinics and to call for
assistance.

When in May a government official issued a threat on television to
the coalition of academics, Integrantes de Academia de Fisica y
Matematica, for publishing a report estimating that there would be

4000 daily cases of covid-19 by June, the academics replied firmly,
doubling down on their research rather than backtracking.9

Since then the number of doctors, journalists, and human rights
groups speaking out on conditions inside hospitals has surged,
allowing a more accurate picture to emerge and assistance to arrive
for those who need it most.

“The government was trying to monopolise the statistics but there
were so many people reporting,” says Alvarado, who believes the
country’s doctors have forced the government’s hand. “They were
going to have to jail too many people.”

Though freedom of expression may have increased, Rosas is
doubtful it will last. She questions the timing of the government
seeming more tolerant just as the United Nations published a report
findingVenezuela’s security forces tohave committed crimesagainst
humanity.10 “We don’t believe they are opening up and enabling
people to denounce those who criticise the precarious conditions
there,” she said.
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